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LED Lenser
The LED Lenser X21 torch is one of the brightest handheld LED lights. Featuring a highpowered 1068 lumen output, the focusable light on this torch is ideal where the brightest
light is required. Due to the Advanced Focus System the light cone can be adjusted
dynamically.
CAT NO

SOURCE

LIGHT
OUTPUT

RUN TIME

LENGTH

BATTERY TYPE

WEIGHT

1004105

1.25 watt LED

1068 lumens

<950 hrs

400mm

4 x D Alkaline

1.44kg

FoxFire Emergency Light
Ideal for vehicles parked on or near roads, the 26
super bright LEDs coupled with lens magnifiers bring
high powered emergency lighting. Battery powered
with magnetic strip for attaching to vehicles or other
metal surface. Dual function - flashing and steady
signal beam. Suction mount available which allows
light to stand up.
CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

F26A

FoxFire Amber LED Emergency Light

F26-SM

Suction Mount for FoxFire

Linesman's Utility Light
CAT NO: ULE-3

Designed to be hung on aerial lift bucket trucks. Ideal for rubber gloving teams, the housing is
made from waterproof, non-conductive thermoplastic. Dual Beam for 5 hour flood or 1 hour spot.
The head can be tilted up and down and swivelled through 360° and features a 200,000 candle
power halogen light. Full recharge in 8 hours. Comes complete with 220V AC adapter, 12V cigarette
charger and 12V wire harness. Optional extra available: bulb shatter guard.

Magnetic Mount Light
CAT NO: UL-5

Dual beam flood and spot gives 100,000 candle power. Rugged housing, strong 90lb magnet.
Supplied with 10 feet of cable and bulb shatter guard.

SHO-ME LED Spot/Flood Torch
CAT NO: RTLED5W

Dual function LED rechargeable light which allows you switch from intense spotlight to wideangle floodlight with the flip of a switch. 100,000 hour bulb life ensures long-lasting light
and reliable performance. Five year warranty on LEDs. Maintenance-free LED array creates
a clear bright white light. Multi-position adjustable base has positive-locking ratchets that
hold the light beam in place. Non-conductive yellow housing. Light comes complete with one
rechargeable battery and vehicle charger.
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